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CounterSnipe version 8.0.0 hits the market with integrated end point intelligence

CounterSnipe Intrusion Prevention System becomes the first IDS/IPS software to include end point
intelligence for discovering and blocking rogue computers.

BOSTON - April 14, 2015 - PRLog -- CounterSnipe Systems LLC, a leader in developing “easy to
deploy and manage”,  network security software,  APS (Active Protection Software),  are pleased to
announce the latest release, Version 8, which now includes patent pending  automated rule creation based
on end point change.

CounterSnipe Version 8 runs on the latest Ubuntu Software which is supported till 2019. V8 includes;

Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDS/IPS)
Malware prevention
Asset Discovery and Scanning
End point detection and blocking
Intelligent Alert Management
Automated risk data updates and deployment

The new release eliminates the need for security administrators to worry about who might be trying to get
access via their networks. The network can be locked at a selected point in time such that no unauthorised
end point computers could gain access.

“Our goal is to continue delivering more and more automated and easy to manage network security
systems. Our software delivers advanced, Threat Intelligence based, Intrusion Prevention and Malware
security, and combines this with superb network intelligence to make the security relevant and applicable to
the specific organization”, says Clare Jenson, VP Marketing at CounterSnipe.

“CounterSnipe has changed the way IDS/IPS is perceived within our markets. The combination of many
other network security features together with the ability to monitor change ensures that CounterSnipe
provides real effective security for our customers. CounterSnipe's licensing model further ensures that for a
single price we could build multiple security systems for comprehensive yet cost effective security" says,
Jonathan Medley of SI, a CounterSnipe European partner.

CounterSnipe software is sold as a site licence based on the number of hosts within an organization
enabling unlimited installations. For further information or to test drive our systems please contact 
sales@countersnipe.com

About CounterSnipe

CounterSnipe , expert in strategic security, offers a unique combination of software, services, and training
to help organizations continuously and measurably protect the most important assets from the most critical
threats. By combining network change detection, vulnerability scanning, Malware prevention and IDS/IPS
CounterSnipe offers one of the most comprehensive Network Security systems on the market.
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Industry Internet
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